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MINI-

REVIEW

Minireviewsprovidesan opportunityto summarizeexistingknowledgeof selected
ecologicalareas,with specialemphasison currenttopics whererapidand significant
advancesare occurring.Reviews shouldbe concise and not too wide-ranging.All key
referencesshouldbe cited. A summaryis required.

Adaptiveplasticityand plasticityas an adaptation:a selective
reviewof plasticityin animalmorphologyand life history
Karl Gotthard and Soren Nylin

a
Gotthard,K. andNylin, S. 1995.Adaptiveplasticityandplasticityas an adaptation:
selectivereviewof plasticityin animalmorphologyandlife history.- Oikos74: 3-17.
During the last decade there has been a rapidlygrowing interestin the study of
phenotypicplasticityin animals.Confusedterminologyin thisfield of researchmaybe
one reasonwhy the focus of manystudiesis not as clearas it could be. The field of
plasticityhighlightsthe generalproblemof demonstrating
adaptation.We discussthe
terminologyand methodologyof plasticitystudies,with particularreferenceto the
questionof whichpatternsshouldbe consideredevidencefor plasticityas an adaptation to the environment,and how to find such evidence.We suggest a terminology
whereplasticitycan be "adaptive"(i.e. beneficial,and maintainedby selection)with
respectto a functionwithoutstrictlybeing an adaptationfor it (evolutionaryorigin
linkedto this function),and vice versa.Modificationsof the originalreactionnorm,
seen todayas differencesin plasticitybetweenpopulationsandspecies,can be adaptationsfora functioneven whentheplasticityitselfis not (it mayfollow fromconstraints
or from selection for anotherfunction).We selectively review cases reportedas
evidence of adaptiveplasticity in animal morphologyand life history, choosing
examplesfroma wide rangeof taxato illustrateourcriteriafor whatshouldbe called
when appliedto plasticity.
"adaptive"and "adaptation"
K. Gotthard and S. Nylin, Dept of Zoology, Stockholm Univ., S-10691 Stockholm,
Sweden.

"Whena variationis of the slightestuse to a being, we cannot
tell how much of it to attributeto the accumulativeaction of
naturalselection,andhow muchto the conditionsof life. Thus,
it is well knownto furriersthatanimalsof the samespecieshave
thickerandbetterfurthemoreseverethe climateis underwhich
they have lived; but who can tell how muchof this difference
may be due to the warmest-cladindividualshaving been favouredandpreservedduringmanygenerations,andhow much
to the directactionof the severe climate?for it would appear
thatclimatehas some directactionon the hairof our domestic
quadrupeds."
Charles Darwin (1859)

The variation of organic forms in nature have different
sources (genetic and environmental), as exemplified by
Darwin's statement above. Although the interest for phenotypic plasticity has a relatively long history (Merrifield
and Poulton 1899, Woltereck 1909, Schmalhausen 1949,
Bradshaw 1965, Shapiro 1976), several reviewers mention the unpopularity of studying the evolution of environmentally dependent characters (Shapiro 1976,
Schlichting 1986, West-Eberhart 1989). The reason for
this relative lack of interest was probably that variation
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caused by environmental factors were considered nonheritable and consequently could not be altered by natural
selection. However, it has long been known that genotypes can express different phenotypes, depending on the
environment, and that some of the variation in this ability
is heritable (Woltereck 1909). Bradshaw (1965), in his
review of phenotypic plasticity in plants, concluded that
the plasticity of a characterappears to be specific for that
character, specific in relation to particularenvironmental
influences, specific in direction, under genetic control,
and able to be radically altered by selection.
In the last decade interest in phenotypic plasticity in
evolutionary biology has grown rapidly, especially in
evolutionary ecology and genetics. This interest has resulted in both experimental and theoretical studies of
plasticity in a wide range of taxa and traits, including
morphological and life history characters (see e.g. Gupta
and Lewontin 1982, Via and Lande 1985, 1987, Schlichting 1986, 1989, Steams and Koella 1986, Sultan 1987,
Nylin et al. 1989, Scharloo 1989, Stearns 1989, 1992, van
Noordwijk 1989, West-Eberhart 1989, Wiklund et al.
1991, Negus and Berger 1992, Newman 1992, Scheiner
1993a, Windig 1993, Nylin 1994). Considering the large
number of published studies and reviews of (presumably
adaptive) phenotypic plasticity, remarkably little attention has been given to the question of what is adaptive
plasticity. Besides brief comments on the subject, only
Newman (1992) has specifically dealt with this question,
in his important review of amphibian plasticity. However, his treatment is rather specific to the subject of
plastic timing of metamorphosis. Also, for reasons discussed in detail below, we do not fully agree with his
conclusions and suggested research methodology. In particular, there seems to be great confusion regarding how
basic terminology in evolutionary biology should be applied to plasticity. What is "adaptive", and what is an
"adaptation"in the case of plasticity; are they the same?
Should the origin and maintenance of an "adaptive"feature be distinguished? If so, different methods are needed
to deal with the two different questions. Confused terminology may be one reason why the focus of many studies
is not as clear as it could be.
This review is divided into two sections. In the first, we
introduce the concept of reaction norms, and use it to
discuss phenotypic plasticity as a putative adaptation.
The second part is a selective review of some empirical
studies of possibly adaptive plasticity. We have selected
the examples to illustrate different methods for demonstrating adaptive plasticity, and when plasticity can be
considered an adaptationto a specific environmental heterogeneity. We have also, when possible, tried to use
examples that have not been reviewed before.

4

Phenotypic plasticity - principles
Reaction norms
In the study of phenotypic plasticity, the most important
theoretical tool, or descriptive model, is arguably the
concept of reaction norms (Woltereck 1909, Schmalhausen 1949). It is a way of describing and visualising
plasticity, and can be defined as "the set of phenotypes
expressed by a single genotype across a range of environmental conditions" (Steams et al. 1991). A reaction
norm is consequently a propertyof a genotype (a clone or
any category of genetically related individuals), summarising the direction and amount of plasticity that it is able
to express. Differences between genotypes in this ability
will result in different reaction norms, and to the extent
that the reaction norms are heritable they will form the
basis for evolution of phenotypic plasticity. Reaction
norms are usually represented as a line or a curve on a
graph that plots phenotypes against an environmental
factor.
The exact genetic nature of reaction norms, and how
they evolve, is rather controversial and has recently
caused discussion (Scheiner 1993b, Schlichting and Pigliucci 1993, Via 1993a,b). Via and Lande have presented a model (based on quantitative genetics) of the
evolution of irreversible phenotypic plasticity as a consequence of selection for different trait means in different
environments (Via and Lande 1985, 1987, Via 1987).
According to their model, adaptive reaction norms are
merely by-products of selection on trait means within
environments, ratherthan a result of selection for plasticity itself. There is therefore no need to invoke separate
genes that control the shape of reaction norms (Via
1993a). This view has been challenged by others, who
argue that there is evidence for the existence of plasticity
genes, defined as environmentally dependent regulatory
loci that control structural gene expression (Scheiner
1993b, Schlichting and Pigliucci 1993). Via (1993b) in a
reply, agrees that "environment-specific control of gene
expression by regulatory loci can play an important role
in phenotypic plasticity".
We agree with Scheiner (1993b) and Schlichting and
Pigliucci (1993) that genes for plasticity evidently exist,
and plasticity itself can respond to selection (c.f. Scheiner
and Lyman 1989, Hillesheim and Steams 1991).The
point made by Via (1993a) is important, however. A
reaction norm should not uncritically be thought of as
selected for per se, and especially not all parts of a
reaction norm together, as a whole. Moreover, the evolution of reaction norms is likely to depend on the relative
frequency of different environments and their relative
influence on overall fitness (Houston and McNamara
1992, Kawecki and Stearns 1993). It may be the case that
the capacity for plasticity (e.g. a system for photoperiodic
control, or a machinery linking chemical cues from predators to an induced defence) is often selected for per se,
whereas modifications of reaction norms that subseOIKOS 74:1 (1995)
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Fig. 1. The fourpossiblecombinationsof the labels "adaptive"
that can be appliedto a particularplasticity
and "adaptation"
(reactionnorm),andhow they correspondto originandmaintenanceof the plasticityby selection.The situationsareillustrated
by hypotheticalphylogeneticevidence,wherethe studiedspecies and its environmentis indicatedby a box. Plastic phenotypes (P), and changingenvironments(E) where this specific
plasticityis adaptivewithrespectto a specificfunction,areboth
representedby sloping reactionnorms,a) Plasticitywhich improveson a functionin the presentenvironment.The plasticity
originated(at the pointin the phylogenyindicatedby a horizontal line) andis beingmaintainedby selectionforthisfunction.b)
Plasticitywhich improveson a function,but not in the present
environment.The plasticityoriginated,but is not being maintainedby selection for this function.It is presentbecause of
constraintson evolution or selection for a new function(not
shown,E representsonly the aspectsof the environmentwhich
has relevance for the studied function). c) Plasticity which
improveson a functionin the presentenvironment.It did not
originateby selectionfor this function(it appearedbeforeit was
forthis function),butis beingmaintainedby it today.
"adaptive"
d) Plasticitywhichdoes not improveon a function.Suchplasticity may follow from constraints(e.g. small size when food is
scarce)or from selectionfor anotherfunction.Note thatdifferences betweengenotypesin such "non-adaptive"
plasticitymay
still be adaptive,andsuchmodificationsof the ancestralreaction
normcan be adaptations(cf. Fig. 2).
quently evolve are often (but not always) the result of
selection on trait means in different environments rather
than on the whole reaction norm (e.g. on genes controlling the slope of a linear reaction norm). In the following
discussion, we use the term "adaptation"to refer to the
modification of the reaction norm, not to the entire new
reaction norm.

Adaptive plasticity and plasticity as an
adaptation
Adaptive and adaptation
To distinguish between adaptive and non-adaptive environmental effects is often not trivial. One genotype may
mature at a small size when there is little food. This
plasticity may be beneficial if it confers high fitness
compared to genotypes that respond to low food levels by
instead maturing later, or by dying. But is it an adaptation
to varying food levels, or does it follow simply from
OIKOS 74:1 (1995)

constraints? Such cases will be discussed more thoroughly below, but we see these specific problems as
special cases of the more general question of defining
"adaptation",and how the term "adaptive" is related to
"adaptation".
There are at present two common uses of the term
adaptive. Some authorsuse it as the adjective corresponding to "adaptation",and equally restricted in its meaning.
A trait can be beneficial, and as such possibly adaptive
(i.e. a possible adaptation). It is adaptive for a function
only if it can be shown that it is likely that it has arisen
due to natural selection for this function. For other authors, "adaptive" for a function simply means beneficial
for a function, as opposed to non-adaptive or even maladaptive traits. A beneficial trait is always adaptive, and
possibly also an adaptation. Usually, it is not clear in
exactly what meaning "adaptive" is being used.
The two meanings of the word easily become confused, because if a trait is obviously beneficial for a
function, to the point that it seems designed for this
function, it is also likely that it is an adaptation for this
function. We propose, therefore, that it is best to explicitly distinguish adaptive (beneficial for a function) from
adaptation (seemingly designed for a function, origin
probably linked to this function). We find the distinction
useful in separating the factors responsible for the maintenance of a trait from those responsible for its origin
(Sultan 1987, Pagel 1994; cf. Fig. 1). A trait can then be
adaptive with respect to a function without having originated due to natural selection for performing that function. Readers who do not want to compromise the meaning of "adaptive"can simply substitute it for "beneficial"
in the following discussion and in Fig. 1.
Adaptation: definition and methods
What, then, is an adaptation?This is a central question in
evolutionary biology, and it has generated much discussion (c.f. Williams 1966, 1992, Curio 1973, Lewontin
1978, Wanntorp 1983, Stearns 1986, Coddington 1988,
1994, Pagel 1994). Most authors seem to agree on the
basic notion that adaptations are products of natural selection that perform specific functions (Stearns 1986).
Despite of this, different authors propose somewhat different, although not mutually exclusive, methods for testing adaptational hypotheses. In particular, the usefulness
of comparative methods as opposed to theoretical modelling and subsequent experimental manipulation, for testing ideas about adaptations is somewhat controversial.
Williams (1992) argue that adaptations are features of
organisms that conform to a priori design specifications.
Examples that comes to mind are complex morphological
traits seemingly designed to perform certain functions,
but also behavioural or life history patternsthat has quantitatively confirmed a priori optimality models. However,
it should be stressed that there are severe problems (as
Williams 1992, admits) in deciding when a trait conforms
to design specifications. An extension of this view is the
more pragmatic tradition to see beneficial for a function
5
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Fig. 2. A hypotheticalcomparisonbetweenfourgenotypeswith
differentreactionnormsfor how threelife historytraitsrespond
to a changein food abundanceor quality.All genotypesperform
equally at high food levels, for all three traits (the reaction
normshavebeen spreadslightlyfor clarity).Genotypea is best
adaptedto low food levels, as evidencedby the relativelyhigh
growthratesseen undersuchconditions.This meansthatit can
sustaina relativelyhighadultsize andstill reachit in a relatively
shorttime (comparedto genotypesb andc). Genotypesb andc
both show a life historyplasticitywhich is betteradaptedto
episodesof low food levels thangenotyped, but theirreaction
normsrepresentalternativesolutionsto this problem.Genotype
b respondsby prolongingdevelopmenttime (reachinga size
similarto genotypea). Genotypec insteadmaturesat a small
size, keepingdevelopmenttimerelativelyshort(similarto genotype a). Genotyped has the mostnon-plasticdevelopmenttime,
meaningthatadultsize rapidlydecreaseswith decreasingfood
levels, and it does not surviveto maturationat the lowest food
levels. The differencesbetween genotypes (which may also
to the
representpopulationsor species)maybe local adaptations
environment,if genotypea inhabitsenvironmentswith varying
food levels (low levels being common) whereasgenotype d
inhabitsenvironmentswith constantlyrelativelyhigh food levels, and the environmentsof b and c are intermediate.
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as equal to adaptation for a function (cf. the previous
section concerning the two meanings of "adaptive").If a
state is adaptive (beneficial), i.e. "fits the environment",
then it is also likely that the trait is an adaptation to that
environment.
Another and more historically minded viewpoint is
that adaptations are apomorphic (evolutionary derived)
features that have evolved in response to natural (or any
other kind of) selection for apomorphic functions (Wanntorp 1983, Coddington 1988, 1994, Brooks and McLennan 1991, Harvey and Pagel 1991, Pagel 1994). This
definition is mainly concerned with adaptations at or
above the species level, and stresses that only when a trait
changes in response to a certain selective agent, to fulfil a
certain function, can we call it an adaptation for that
function. Consequently, in order to detect such a change
it is necessary to have some knowledge of what the
ancestral condition of the trait was, and this is possible by
the use of comparative, especially phylogenetic methods.
As we see it, the design oriented methodology assumes
that if a trait is beneficial for a function then it is likely
that it has at least partly been shaped or modified by
selection favouring individuals having this function, or it
is at least being maintained by such selection today,
because neutral or disadvantageous features are relatively
quickly lost in evolution. If we use the historical methodology, on the other hand, claiming that a trait is shaped
by selection in a certain environment means that we first
have to rule out the possibility of it being present only for
historical reasons. Thus, the central difference between
these viewpoints seems largely to be due to how probable
evolutionary change is considered to be, relative to the
probability of stasis. In our opinion it is best to view the
methods presented above not as competing but as complementary, logical frameworks for identifying likely adaptations.
Curio (1973) outlined a "researchprogram"for identifying adaptations where he suggested comparisons between classes of organisms such as populations or species, and experimental manipulation of characters, as
complementary methods. Throughout this paper we have
tried to adopt this pragmatic approach, when discussing
the evidence for or against the interpretationthat a certain
plastic response is a result of natural selection. For the
scope of these discussions it is interesting that Curio
(1973) mentioned plastic traits;i.e. traits that only appear
in response to a stimulus in a situation where they increase fitness (but are not expressed or even reversed
when the stimulus is not present or removed), as especially convincing cases of adaptation.
Demonstrating adaptation: the problem with plasticity
The field of phenotypic plasticity has its special problems
in distinguishing adaptations,but at the same time plastic
traits are often especially good for testing adaptational
hypotheses. The problem arises from the fact that the
expression of practically all traits is environmentally dependent, without necessarily being neither adaptive nor
OIKOS 74:1 (1995)

adaptations.The good partis thatit is often possible to
experimentallyalter the phenotypicexpressionsby maparameterof interest,andto
nipulatingthe environmental
test whetherthe expressionconforms to a priori predictions.The "design"criterionfor recognisingadaptations may often be of use, especially in the case of
complex plasticityin morphology.Considerthe case of
protectivespines inducedin the presenceof predators.
The spines may be complex structureswhich, if they
seem designedfor protectionagainstpredators,arelikely
to be adaptationsfor this function.Note, however,that
this does not necessarilymeanthatthe plasticityper se is
an adaptation.The factthatthe spinesareinducedonly in
the presenceof predatorsis betterevidencethatthe plasticity really is designed for defence against predators
which vary in occurrence.Life historyplasticityis even
moretroublesome,becausechangesin size, development
time and so on have potentialto be caused by many
factors,and to serve manyfunctions.The environmental
effect under study may be due to pure constraint,i.e.
unavoidablephysicalor chemicalprocesses.Plasticityin
traitssuch as growthrates and numberof offspringin
response to temperatureor food levels are examples
wheretherearewell developed,constraint,explanations.
This type of plasticitymay have an adaptivevalue without being a resultof naturalselection.Reactionnormsin
relationto food, populationdensityand temperature
are
common in the literaturewhich is not surprisinggiven
theirimportanceas environmental
factors(e.g. mammals:
Albon et al. 1983, Jorgensonet al. 1993, Sether and
Heim 1993, Adler and Levins 1994; reptiles:Ford and
Seigel 1989; amphibians:Newman 1989, 1992, Blouin
1992, Bernardo 1994; insects: Dingle 1992, Windig
1994; fish: Reznickand Yang 1993).
Newman(1992) recognisedthe problemof plasticity
followingsimplyfromconstraintsandcharacterised
plasticity of this type as "spandrels"(sensu Gould and Lewontin 1979) andnot adaptationsper se (cf. Fig. 1). In a
furtherdiscussionof the temperature-dependence
of amphibiandevelopmenthe pointedout that,"sensitivityto
temperature(or any other factor) can be modified by
naturalselection (Huey and Kingsolver1989), so tadpoles from habitatswith variablepond durationmay be
moresensitiveto an increasein temperature
thantadpoles
from other habitats".Hence, althoughthere are basic
physical and chemicalconstraints(which partlyare results of evolutionpast) on, for example,temperatureor
food level reactionnorms,we shouldexpect themto be
modified by naturalselection and such modifications
wouldbe adaptationsto the specifictemperature
or food
regimesin question.In some contrastto Newman(1992),
we arguethatreactionnormmodificationsof thiskindare
best revealedby comparativemethods(cf. Fig. 2). It is
often possible to predicthow reactionnorms between
categoriesof organismsshoulddiffer,if the type of reaction norm modificationsdescribedabove has occurred.
The predictionsmay subsequentlybe experimentally
tested by manipulationof the environmentalfactor of
OIKOS 74:1 (1995)

interest.Here,we includecomparisonsbetweenspecies,
betweenpopulationswithin species, and even comparisons betweengenotypeswithin populations,among the
comparativemethodsthat can addressthe questionof
adaptation(cf. Curio 1973). Newman(1992) states that
comparativestudiesof reactionnormsin respectto habitat are "a useful startingpoint"for developinghypotheses aboutadaptiveplasticity.Subsequenttests of claims
aboutthe adaptivenatureof a responseto environmental
factors, especially those with non-adaptivealternative
explanationsmust, accordingto Newman,"be based on
measurementof fitness components".We disagreewith
the view of comparativeanalysisas a "startingpoint"and
as an inferior(Williams1992) way to demonstrateadaptation. We see the two approachesas strictly complementary:theyarealternativeways to demonstrate
adaptation,butvaryin usefulnessdependingon the studiedtrait.
A combinationof thetwo is oftenthemostconvincingfor
a completedemonstration
of adaptation.
The strengthof this combinedapproachis evidentin a
study by Berven et al. (1979), addressingplasticityin
several life history variablesof the green frog, Rana
The authorscomclamitans,in relationto temperature.
paredseveralpopulationsof frogsfromdifferentaltitudes
and concludedthat rearingtemperatureaffectedgrowth
anddevelopmentseverely,independentof altitudinalorigin. However,the exact natureof this temperaturedependencedifferedbetweenlowlandand mountainpopulations.The durationof the larvalperiodare probably
closely related to fitness (Berven et al. 1979), which
togetherwith the known differencesin temperatureat
high and low elevationswould predicta reactionnorm
differenceclose to the observed.Thus, the comparison
revealedthatthe reactionnormsor at least partsof them
are likely adaptationsto different,specific distributions
of temperatures.
A summary of methods

In summaryandconclusionof this partof the paper,we
distinguishbetween four possible combinationsof the
labels "adaptive"and"adaptation"
thatcan be appliedto
a reactionnorm or a plastic trait (Fig. 1). Neutralor
negative direct effects of the environment(e.g. food,
areneitheradaptivenoradaptations.A pretemperature)
dictable difference between genetic categories (e.g.
sexes, populations,species)in sucheffects may however
show thatthe reactionnormhas been modifiedby selectionin a way consistentwithadaptation(cf. Fig. 2). Some
even thoughthey
plasticresponsesareclearlyadaptations
may be maladaptiveat least occasionally,e.g. when an
animalchangesto a white fur or plumagefor crypsisin
winterbut it happensto be a year withoutsnow. This
mightseemto be a trivialcase of a too shorttime-spanfor
the study(the plasticityis supposedlyadaptiveif fitness
is measuredover several years), but the example illustratesthat there are many cases when we can be
reasonablysurethata traitis an adaptationeven though
we mayhavetroubledemonstrating
thatit is adaptive(cf.
7

that an observedplasticityis adaptive,and demonstrating
Table 1. A summaryof methodsfor demonstrating
that it is a likely
adaptation.Additionalreferencesare given in the text.
Evidencefor
Adaptive plasticity
Type of evidence:
1. Optimalitymodelspredictingthe reactionnorm,followed
by tests
2. Reciprocalexperiments
Adaptation within species
Type of evidence:
1. Hypothesisbased on optimality,predictingvariation
amongpopulations,followedby tests
2. Reciprocaltransplantations
Adaptationsat or above species level
Type of evidence:
3. Phylogeneticmethods
4. Species comparisons
5. Design criterion

Williams 1992). Also, in some cases the adaptation may
in fact not be adaptive at all in the present environment. It
seems likely that ancestral reaction norms, or parts of
reaction norms, which no longer serve a purpose are often
present because of constraints on their evolution. A contributing factor could be that such "useless" reaction
norms may carry few costs, if they are adaptations to
environments which are no longer experienced. Finally,
of course, there are many examples of plasticity which
merit both labels, and some of them will be mentioned in
the review section.
We suggest that it can be inferred or demonstrated in
basically two ways that a reaction norm is adaptive (see
Table 1):
1) By predicting the general shape of the reaction norm
from verbal or mathematical optimality models, describing how different phenotypes should be related to environmental variables and how this would affect fitness
components, and to show that the reaction norm agrees
with predictions (Newman 1992).
2) By performing an experiment where the plastic
genotype is demonstrated to have higher fitness than a
non-plastic genotype, or a genotype with a different type
of plasticity. One example is to demonstrate by manipulation that the different phenotypes produced by a plastic genotype have higher fitness than the alternative phenotype, in the respective environments where they are
8

Examples

Age and size at maturity
(Steamsand Koella 1986, Sibly and Atkinson1994)
Seasonalmorphsin butterflies
(Shapiro1976)

Growthratein Atlanticsilversides
(Canoverand Present1990)
Growthrate in Sceloporuslizards
(Niewiarowskiand Roosenburgh1993)

Wing polymorphismin waterstriders
(Andersen1993)
Growthrateplasticityin voles
(Negus and Berger1992)
Fightingor cannibalisticmorphsin responseto density
(e.g. Collinsand Cheek 1983, Timmset al. 1981)
Photoperiodism
(e.g. Saunders1982)
Changesin morphologyor life historyinducedby cues from
predators
(e.g. Bronmarkand Miner 1992, Crowland Covich 1990)

presumably adaptive ("reciprocal experiments" in Table
1), e.g. demonstrate that a summer morph has higher
fitness than a winter morph in summer and vice versa
(Shapiro 1976).
In considering how to demonstrate that a trait is an
adaptation,we distinguish between adaptationsbelow the
level of species and adaptations at or above this level
(Table 1). The reason for this distinction is purely practical, phylogenetic techniques are seldom applied within
species, where horizontal gene transfer is more common
and obscures the phylogeny of populations. The differences between populations within a species represent
variation which has been relatively rapidly accumulated
since there was one single ancestral population, and if
this variation is adaptive (beneficial at each locality, as
inferred from models or demonstrated by experiments)
this is most likely due to local modifications by selection.
Evolutionary constraints probably have a very minor role
in explaining the differences between populations in a
trait varying in a quantitative manner. In the same way as
for convergent modifications of quantitative species
traits, we consider such "micro-apomorphies" (Nylin
1991) evidence of adaptation, if they are predictable and
either complex enough or numerous enough to be unlikely to have arisen by chance. Population is the most
commonly used genetic category for investigating plasticity in this comparative manner and here we will only
OIKOS 74:1 (1995)

discuss such cases. In principle the same logic can be
extended to other genetic classes within species, for instance to predictable differences in plasticity between
sexes (Leimar et al. 1994). Demonstrating that reaction
norm differences between genetic categories within species are likely adaptations for specific functions, can be
done:
1) By optimality models predicting variation in reaction norms between for example populations followed by
some type of test of correlation with environmental variables in the field. In the case of plasticity this is not
entirely straightforward, because models and tests will
have to be explicitly concerned with how the environment and the phenotype vary within as well as between
populations. For one thing, the number of measurements
needed to establish differences in reaction norms rapidly
increases with the number of environments and populations included in the study. Literaturedata can seldom
be used, because of the need for strictly controlled environments.
2) By experiments, where genotypes from each site are
transferredand demonstrated to have the highest fitness
at their own site of origin ("reciprocaltransplantations"in
Table 1). As mentioned, comparisons between genotypes
within populations could be used as evidence of adaptation in a similar manner, if there is independent evidence
that genotypes are associated with particularhabitats, and
reaction norms can be predicted to be associated with
these habitats.
To demonstrate adaptation at or above the species
level, phylogenetic methods are often useful. We distinguish between (cf. above):
3) Phylogenetic, comparative methods of various sorts.
For example, a trait (in this case plasticity) can be studied
as a synapomorphy, a historical unique, which is demonstrated to fulfil a function and where it is shown that it is
likely that the plasticity arose because of selection favouring individuals that could perform this function (or
improve on this function) (Coddington 1994). Such methods are most applicable to qualitative traits such as the
presence/absence of a certain type of plasticity. Another
class of comparative methods where phylogenies are
used are the so called "contrast" methods (Felsenstein
1985, Harvey and Pagel 1991, Pagel 1994). These are
used to test whether evolutionarily convergent, quantitative, modifications in a trait (in this case a reaction norm)
are correlated with modifications in another trait or with
an environmental variable, across species but controlling
for phylogeny (Pagel 1994).
4) As explained above for population comparisons,
there are practical problems in applying the "contrasts"
type of test on quantitative variation in reaction norms.
Usually, instead only a couple of species are compared, in
a less rigorous manner. We will call this a "species
comparison" (Table 1), and as phylogenies are not used,
methods are very similar to those for demonstratinglocal
adaptation of populations within species.
5) There are at least two different aspects of the quesOIKOS 74:1 (1995)

tion of whether a reaction norm is seemingly designed for
a function. First, do the phenotypes expressed by a reaction norm conform to a priori design criteria for performing a specific function? Second, is the mechanism for the
induction of different phenotypes in different environments seemingly designed? Examples of the first statement may be conspicuous changes in morphology, where
the morphologies can be predicted from design specifications or at least are shown to enhance fitness when performing a specific function. It is, nevertheless, the second
aspect of the induction mechanism that offers the perhaps
best evidence of whether a reaction norm is an adaptation
using the design criterion. That is, when an environmentally induced phenotypic change is non-intuitive and
we have no strong alternative explanations for it (as we
do in the case of unspecific and direct effects of the
environment on physiology) or when the phenotypic
change actually occurs in response to a cue predicting
future conditions, the design criterion could be applied.
For example, a period of low activity in an insect which is
directly caused by low temperatureis not necessarily an
adaptation to survive low temperatures, or delay reproduction until a more favourable time. In contrast, a dormancy which is induced by photoperiod, before the onset
of unfavourable conditions (i.e. a diapause), is probably
an adaptationfor one or both of these functions. A change
in life history or morphology in the presence of predators
or parasites can be ambiguous as an adaptation, for instance because it may be a non-adaptive effect of changes
in local competition. The change may even be induced by
the predator/parasite for its own needs. If the change
occurs in response to a long-distance chemical cue, which
is released when conspecifics are wounded or eaten, there
is stronger evidence that the plasticity is an adaptationfor
defence.
This argument must, however, be used in a relative
manner. Small size in response to high density of conspecifics or low food levels is, for instance, more ambiguous as an adaptationthan the development of teeth and a
cannibalistic lifestyle as a response to the same environmental variables (Collins and Cheek 1983, Walls et al.
1993a,b). The design criterion can thus be invoked when
the link between environment and phenotypic change is
predictable, but improbable enough that it must have
been shaped by selection. A combination of some element of design in the phenotypes (e.g. white colour in
winter, brown in summer) and another element of design
in the induction mechanism (e.g. photoperiodic control of
colour change) is even more convincing.

Phenotypic plasticity in animal life
history and morphology - review
In this part of the paper we will review cases of presumably adaptive plasticity by investigating what type of
evidence has been used, and in doing so try to fit them
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into the structureof methods that we outlined in the
precedingsection(summaryof methods,Table1). Basically the review follows the same structureand we start
by looking at cases where the plasticityis adaptivebut
not obviousadaptationsandgo on to cases wherethereis
additionalevidence that the plasticity in question has
been shapedor alteredby naturalselectionin a specified
environment.
Adaptive plasticity
Optimality models predicting the reaction norm,
followed by test

In an influentialarticle Steams and Koella (1986) presented optimalitymodels for predictingreactionnorms
for age and size at maturity,and testedthe modelsusing
datawerein good agreedatamainlyfromfish. Literature
mentwith the model.Basicallyit exploreshow the optimal age and size at maturitymay change,when growth
ratevariesas a functionof the qualityof the environment.
Thisrepresentsone of the firstexamplesof the still rather
few attemptsto predictanimallife historyplasticityand
the exact shapeof reactionnorms.Steamsand Koella's
(1986) approachhas been criticised,however, on the
groundsthattheirmodelsassumethatoffspringencounter the same environmentas theirparents(Houstonand
McNamara1992, Kaweckiand Steams 1993). The essence of an optimalreactionnormshouldinsteadreflect
the optimal evolutionaryresponse to a range of environmentalconditionsthatoffspringmay meet.
Amphibianlife historyand metamorphosisis an area
of researchthathas producedsome of the most interesting andintriguingstudiesof adaptiveplasticity(reviewed
by Newman 1992). Many studieshave dealt with adaptive plasticityin life historiesdisplayedby frogs, toads
andsalamandersthatbreedandgrow as larvaein tempoduration(Semlitschand
rarypondsof oftenunpredictable
Gibbons1985,PetrankaandSih 1987,Newman1988a,b,
1989, Semlitschand Wilbur 1988, Crump1989, Semlitsch et al. 1990, Blouin 1992, Semlitsch 1993a, Bernardo1994,TejedoandReques1994).Whena ponddries
out the larvaein it areexposedto a high riskof mortality
(Newman1992). A generalpredictionin these studiesis
thatit wouldbe adaptivefor larvaein pondsof variable
durationto metamorphoseearly in ponds of shortduration but delay metamorphosis
in pondsof a longerduration. This predictionis also met in both field studiesand
whenponddurationis experimentally
Howmanipulated.
of wateris correlatedwithchangever,the disappearance
es in otherimportantenvironmentalparameterssuch as
abundance,food level and temperature.
Thus, it is possible that the shorterlarval times in ponds of shorter
durationis just a consequenceof highertemperatures
in
such ponds (Newman 1989, 1992). It seems likely that
affects larvalgrowthin some way, and this
temperature
may have an adaptivevalue but it is not clear fromthis
thatwe canconcludethatthe plasticityis an adaptationto
a certaindistributionof pond durationtimes. To obtain
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more evidence for interpretingthese reactionnorms as
adaptationsit is possible to do comparativestudies of
reactionnormsbetweenpopulationsand/orspecies,predicting how populationsor species shoulddiffer, based
on knowledgeof their habitats(Semlitschet al. 1990,
Blouin 1992, Semlitsch1993a,Berardo 1994).
The generalresponseof ectothermicanimalsto higher
duringjuveniledevelopmentseems to be a
temperatures
highergrowthrate,leadingto a shortdevelopmenttime
but also to a smallersize at maturity(reviewedin Atkinson 1994, Sibly and Atkinson1994). This is usually
only true for temperatureswithin certain limits, and
stressfultemperaturesabove these limits often have the
effect to reducegrowthrate(Bervenet al. 1979,Conover
andPresent1990, Meffe 1992).Withsome basicknowledge of temperature
dependenceof biochemicalreactions
the outlinedeffect on growthrateanddevelopmenttime
is not surprising.However,thatanincreasein growthrate
shouldlead to a smallersize at maturityis non-intuitive
andthis typeof responsehas in fact turnedout to be very
difficultto predictusing modelsfor the evolutionof age
and size at maturity(Sibly andAtkinson1994, Berrigan
and Charov 1994). Addressingthis problem,Sibly and
Atkinson(1994) presenteda model of optimalage and
size at maturityin ectothermsin relationto variationin
that undercertainconditionscould
rearingtemperature,
such
a
generate
prediction.An importantpointis thatthe
observedvariationin size at maturityis modelledas an
adaptiveresponseto changesin selectionpressuresassociatedwith variationin temperature
(Sibly and Atkinson
1994).Interestingly,thereseemsto be no causalrelationship betweena low growthrate and maturingat a large
size per se, because when growth rate is lowered by
decreasingthe food quality ectothermstypically delay
maturationand matureat a smaller size (Berriganand
Chamov1994).Thus,althoughlow temperatures
andlow
food qualityaffectsgrowthratesimilarly,the most common effect of those factorson adultbody size is totally
oppositeof each other.
Food availabilityand qualityare otherenvironmental
factorsthat we expect to affect life historytraits,independentof whetherthese effects have been alteredor
caused by naturalselection in a specifiedenvironment.
FordandSeigel (1989), investigatedplasticityin relation
to food level in the chequeredgartersnake,Thamnophis
marcianus. On adaptive grounds they predictedthat
clutchmass andclutchsize shouldbe considerablyplastic in responseto food regime,while the relativeclutch
mass and offspringsize shouldshow little or no plasticity. The predictionswere tested in a controlledexperimentand foundvalid. The authorsare neverthelessvery
carefulin statingthat they do not view these resultsas
sufficientevidenceto assumethatthe differencesin plasticity amonglife historytraitsis a resultof naturalselectionin the populationin question.To throwsome lighton
thisquestion,it wouldperhapsbe possibleto comparethe
presenceandnatureof these reactionnormsamongpopulationswith knowndifferencesin food availabilitythat
OIKOS 74:1 (1995)

could generateclear predictions,or use the betweenspecies variationthat seems to be present within the
reptiles(Fordand Seigel 1989).
ReznickandYang(1993), in a similarstudyof allocation to reproductionin female guppies(Poecilia reticulata), showedthatfemalesrespondedto low food levels
by producingfewerbutheavieroffspring.Theincreasein
weight was mainlydue to largerfat reservesthatcan be
used by offspringto survivea periodof food shortage,
indicatingthat the plastic allocationpatternmay be an
adaptationto varyingfood levels. However,Reznickand
Yang (1993), argues that furtherinvestigationof this
plasticityis neededto test if it is adaptive(ourterminology). They suggestan experiment,wherethe offspringof
low and high food females are put in eitherhigh or low
food treatmentsand comparedin termsof fitness.If the
plasticityis adaptive,the largeroffspringof low food
femalesshouldhave higherfitnessin the low food treatment than the offspringof high food females (Reznick
andYang 1993).This type of experimentwouldfall in to
the "reciprocalexperiment"category(Table1, next section).
Reciprocal experiments

The logic behindthismethodis ratherclear-cut.If we can
show thatthe differentphenotypeswhicha reactionnorm
expresses all have higher fitness than any alternative
phenotype(along the same reactionnorm),in the environmentwherethey are induced,then the reactionnorm
is adaptive.Scharloo(1989) reviewedsome instancesof
possible adaptiveplasticity in Drosophila where reciprocalexperimentshad been used to establishthe adaptiveness of reactionnorms. The methodologyhas also
been used in investigatingthe significanceof seasonal
morphsin insects (Shapiro1976, Saunders1982). Althoughthe phenomenonis presentin manyinsectgroups,
it is most extensively studied in butterflies(Shapiro
1976). Adaptiveexplanationsthat have been suggested
for butterflyseasonalpolyphenismareseasonalvariation
in the need for thermoregulation
(Watt1968, 1969) and
Brakefield
andLarsen1984,Bra1975,
(Wiklund
crypsis
kefield and Reitsma1991).
Wiklund(1975) monitoredsurvivalof differentlycolouredpupaeof Papilio machaonin summerand winter,
andfoundsupportfor thecrypsisfunctionin summer(but
not in winter).In pierid butterfliesa commonform of
plasticityis thatadultsaredarkerin generationsoccurring
during the cooler parts of the flight season. Shapiro
(1976) releasedthe respectivemorphsat the "right"and
"wrong"times of the year and monitoredsurvival.The
resultsof these studiessupportedthe adaptivefunctionof
the pigmentfor thermoregulation,
andso do comparisons
within and between species (Shapiro 1984). Shapiro's
summaryof resultsfrom these studies (1984) is in line
with our view as presented here: "... the thermoregulatory advantage is not yet proven ... though strongly
suspected ... Whatever the adaptive significance of these

patterns,thereis compellingevidencethattheyare adapOIKOS 74:1 (1995)

tive"(italics in original).In our terminology,we would
say thatit seems relativelyclear fromthe photoperiodic
regulation(seemingly"designed"mechanism)and from
comparativepatternsthat the seasonal polyphenismin
to seasonalchange,butit is
pieridsrepresentsadaptations
not yet entirelyclear what aspects of seasonal change
they are adaptedto. In most othercases the functionis
even less understood,such as the strikingexamplesof
polyphenism in Araschnia, Precis and Polygonia butter-

flies (see e.g. Shapiro1976,BrakefieldandLarsen1984).
It cannotbe ruledout that some of these polyphenisms
may lack function,eitherbecausethe functionhas been
lost, or because the polyphenismis in fact only an incidentaleffect of otherdifferencesbetweengenerations.
Forinstance,differencesin pupaldevelopmenttime may
affect the ontogenyof wing pigmentation,and these effects may or may not be adaptationsper se.

Plasticity as an adaptation
Adaptations within species - Hypothesis based on
optimality, predicting variation between populations,
followed by tests

The methodof comparingpopulationreactionnormshas
been used relativelyfrequentlyand has substantiallyincreasedthe understanding
of phenotypicplasticityas an
adaptation.Conover and Present (1990) for example,
reporteda studyon plasticityin growthrate in Atlantic
silversides(Menidiamenidia).They showedthat,as expected from the south-northdecline in the lengthof the
growingseasonandthe fact thatbody size was similarin
all the studiedpopulations,fish from northernpopulations grew faster than fish from southernpopulations.
However,growthrate dependedon temperature.Moreover, the reactionnormsrelatinggrowthrateto temperaturedifferedbetweenpopulations.At low temperatures
fish
growthrateswere similar,but at high temperatures
fromnorthernpopulationsgrewfaster.ConoverandPresent (1990) concludedthat, because large body size is
importantfor wintersurvival,fish fromhigh latitudesare
adaptedfor rapidelevationof growthrateduringthebrief
intervalof the year when high temperatures
occur.
Photoperiodismand seasonalplasticityin insects are
areas of researchthat have a long traditionin doing
populationcomparisons(Danilevskii 1965, Bradshaw
1976, 1990, Masaki1978, Nylin et al. in press).Because
of the strongcorrelationbetweenseasonality,latitudeand
are
altitude,geographical"clines"in seasonaladaptations
a common phenomenon(Danilevskii 1965, Bradshaw
1976, 1990, Masaki 1978, Roff 1980 1983, Tauber et al.
1986, Nylin and Svard 1990, Nylin et al. in press). A
typical within-species latitudinal pattern for an insect
living in temperate climates is that the further north they
live, the longer is the photoperiod that induces diapause.

Thereis little doubt,thatplasticityin responseto photoperiodin generalis an adaptationto seasonality(see later
discussion of "design criteria").However, population
comparisonsmay be necessaryto revealif naturalselec11

tion has finely tuned this general mechanism differently
at different locations.
A case where a population comparison would be the
obvious method to test the adaptational hypothesis is
reported in a study of temperature reaction norms in
eastern mosquito fish, Gambusia holbrooki (Meffe
1992). The temperature dependence of growth, age and
size at maturityof this species was studied in a population
that had been exposed to abnormally high temperatures
during approximately 28 yr, due to emission of cooling
water from a nuclear power plant. The results indicate
that fish from this population grow slower but mature
earlier at smaller sizes in high, stressful temperatures
compared to low temperatures.This plasticity is different
to what is known from other related fish species and it is
perhaps adaptive (Meffe 1992, and references therein).
However, a comparison between this and neighbour populations of G. holbrooki, would probably be the best way
to resolve whether the observed response to temperature
is in fact species-specific (at the most a pre-adaptationto
power plants and other sources of high temperatures),or
due to local adaptation to periods of high water temperatures. The comparisons with other related species cited
above will help to establish the ancestral reaction norm
for the species in a subsequent phylogenetic analysis.
Madsen and Shine (1993) studied the plasticity in body
size in two populations of grass snakes (Natrix natrix) in
response to food availability. They wanted to test whether
the differences in average female size was due to genetic
differences between the populations or just caused by the
fact that the prey available on the island were of poorer
quality. This was done by rearing mainland- and island
snakes in captivity under food conditions similar to what
the mainland populations experience in the wild, and the
results showed no difference in growth rate or final size
between the populations. From this the authors suggest
that the populations share a single norm of reaction,
which may well be true. However, we do not think it is
possible to conclude it from this study alone. Madsen and
Shine have shown that the reaction norms of the populations do not differ at a certain point, the high food
level (mainland diet). There may nevertheless be differences at other points on the reaction norms, of which the
food level equal to the island diet is one (cf. Fig. 2).
For the sake of explaining the method of comparing
population level reaction norms it is interesting to compare the last two studies (Meffe 1992, Madsen and Shine
1993), although, in our opinion, none of them have explicitly tested whether the plasticity in each case really are
adaptations. In one case (mosquitofish; Meffe 1992), the
presumably adaptive variation in reaction norms between
populations has not been thoroughly explored. In the
other case (grass snakes; Madsen and Shine 1993), the
possibility of adaptive variation in body size between
environments (food regimes) has not been investigated in
full. The essence of the method is, however, to use both
components of variation, within and between populations, to test hypotheses about adaptation.
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Adaptations within species - Reciprocal
transplantations
Compared to laboratory experiments (see the preceding
section), reciprocal transplantationshave very rarely been
used for testing hypotheses about phenotypic plasticity as
a local adaptationin animals. This is perhaps not surprising, considering the logistic problems of transplanting
animals from one site to another and, furthermore, to
keep track of them afterwards. Nevertheless, Niewiarowski and Roosenburg (1993) used this method to study the
environmental dependence of growth rates in fence lizards, Sceloporus undulatus. They discovered a genetically based difference between populations of this lizard
in how the environment affected growth rate, by transplanting lizards from New Jersey to Nebraska and vice
versa. The lizards from Nebraska and other western
grasslands apparently grow at a rate 2-3 times higher
than the eastern woodland populations (Jones and Ballinger 1987, Niewiarowski and Roosenburg 1993). However, when Nebraskan lizards were held in enclosures in
New Jersey they did not grow faster than the residents.
The lizards from New Jersey on the other hand kept their
low growth rate when moved to Nebraska. The daily
potential activity period experienced by lizards in New
Jersey was 2-2.5 h shorter than in Nebraska, and the
authors argue that this is a possible selective force that
could be responsible for the differences observed.
The strengthof this type of experiment is of course that
it is done in the field, and that the population comparison
therefore is more likely to reveal evolutionary and ecologically importantdifferences between populations. The
main problem, however, is that unless we use controlled
laboratoryenvironments it is difficult to identify the specific aspect/aspects of the environment to which the plasticity is a potential adaptation. A combination of laboratory experiments and reciprocal transplantations
would probably give very convincing arguments for or
against adaptational hypotheses.
Phylogenetic methods
Comparative studies of plasticity at the species level are
very rare. The only study of phenotypic plasticity where
phylogenies have been explicitly used is, as far as we
know, the case of wing polymorphism in water striders
(Gerridae) (Andersen 1993). Water striders inhabit various types of fresh and brackish water bodies variable in
space and time. The habitats include both highly predictable permanent waters and unpredictable temporal rock
pools (Vapsalainen 1978, Kaitala 1987, 1991, Andersen
1993). In several cases the variation in life history, wing
length and wing muscles is a result of phenotypic plasticity, but not always. Viipsalainen(1978) suggested a correlation between wing polymorphism (genetic and permanent, or seasonal and plastic) and the permanency of the
habitat among water striders, and Andersen (1993) performed a phylogenetic analysis of such patterns. He concluded that wing polymorphism and/or a monomorphic
short-winged state is ancestral for the studied taxa,
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whereas a monomorphic long-winged state has evolved
in species inhabiting waters of short duration. In other
words, plasticity in wing length evolved early in the
evolution of water striders (an adaptation at a high taxonomic level) but has sometimes been lost (adaptations
closer to the species level). The relationship between
genetically and environmentally determined polymorphism among and within species is unclear, as is often the
case in similar systems. We suggest that this is to be
expected, because there is often genetic variation in reaction norms. If variation persists in the shape and/or level
of the reaction norms we will perceive this as a mixture of
genetic and environmentally determined variation. Systems where the relationship between genetic determination and plasticity is unclear should in fact be prime
targets for research to clarify how plasticity is selected,
because in such systems it is likely that genetic variation
in reaction norms will be found.
Species comparisons
As mentioned earlier there are severe logistic problems
associated with extensive comparative studies of reaction
norms that varies quantitatively. This together with the
fact that reliable phylogenies still often are absent, may
explain why such studies have not yet been published.
Nevertheless, there are some examples where researchers
have inferred a reaction norm to be a possible adaptation,
by comparing just a few species and relating any reaction
norm differences between them to differences in their
ecology or environment.
Blouin (1992) measured time and size at metamorphosis in relation to temperaturein three species of frogs in
the genus Hyla. He then constructed "species"-reaction
norms and made comparisons between them in relation to
differences in larval habitats among the species. All three
species developed faster in higher temperatures, but it
was only in one of the species, H. squirella, that this
faster development did not result in a smaller size at
metamorphosis. Since this was the species that had the
most ephemeral larval habitat, the differences in the reaction norm relating temperature to age and size at metamorphosis may reflect different selection pressures. Although the results in this particular case are not conclusive, they show that the environmental dependence of life
history traits may differ between species, and that it may
do so in a predictable manner.
A mammalian example of possibly adaptive plasticity
in life history traits is reported from mountain voles,
Microtus montanus, in North America. The voles exhibit
slow growth rates and delay sexual maturationwhen they
are facing drought-induced deterioration of food (Negus
and Berger 1992). The observed change in life history
seemed not to be just a direct consequence of food shortage, because the animals were in excellent condition and
were not suffering from starvation. In other words,
growth seemed to be slow in response to the lack of
rainfall predicting food shortage. Negus and Berger
(1992) suggest that other vole species should be examOIKOS 74:1 (1995)

ined, apparentlyin an attempt to test for adaptationat the
species level or above by comparative methods. They
note that M. longicaudus, which is characterisedby more
stable population dynamics, does not appear to show
plasticity of growth patterns. This single contrast supports the hypothesis of adaptation, and another strategy
could be to examine similar contrasts in more distantly
related taxa to obtain evidence for or against convergent
evolution.
Design criterion
An example where adaptation can be inferred using the
design argument is the plasticity in response to population density found in the acarid mite, Caloglyphus
berlesei. Males of this species develop into a "fighter"morph in small colonies and to a "non-fighter"-morphin
dense populations (Timms et al. 1981). The fighters have
one pair of modified legs that is thickened and sharply
terminated and is used to kill other males. Radwan
(1993), furthermore, showed that reproductive success
was higher for fighters in small colonies but lower in
dense populations, compared to non-fighters. The reason
for this was that in small colonies a single fighter male
often killed all other males and monopolised the females,
but in large colonies the fighters were killed in fights
more often than non-fighters. Fights are probably also
costly in terms of time and energy. Thus, the "adaptive"
nature of this plasticity can be inferred using the "optimality" approach (Radwan 1993). In addition, this plasticity is very probably an adaptation, because of the
seemingly designed "killer legs" and the indirect nature
of the induction mechanism. It does not seem plausible
that population density would have this particulareffect
on morphology, unless the link between cause and effect
has been selected for.
An area where several instances of adaptive morphological plasticity have been identified, implicitly by the
use of the design criterion, is the phenomena of predatorinduced defences (reviewed by Dodson 1989 and Adler
and Harvell 1990). Well known cases that have been
thoroughly investigated are the induction of protective
structures in several species of Daphnia (c.f. Dodson
1989, Riessen and Sprules 1990, Parejeko and Dodson
1991, Liining 1994), rotifers (c.f. Gilbert 1980, Stemberger and Gilbert 1987) and bryozoans (c.f. Adler and
Harvell 1990, Harvell and Helling 1993). In all of these
and in several other instances mentioned in the reviews
above, the morphological changes are induced by waterborne chemicals released by the action of predators.
There are also examples of adaptive life history plasticity
in response to such chemicals (cf. Crowl and Covich
1990). The first example of a predator-inducedreaction
norm in a vertebrate is reported by Br6nmark and Miner
(1992). They studied how body morphology in a freshwater fish, crucian carp (Carassius carassius) was influenced by the presence of the predatorypike (Esox lucius).
The morphology of crucian carp differs between lakes
with piscivores and small ponds without predators, with
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the lake individuals being more deeper-bodied, which has
been attributedto different resource levels. In both field
manipulations and laboratoryexperiments Bronmark and
Miner (1992) showed that although the food regime did
affect morphology, the influence of a pike sharing the
same water and feeding on crucian carps was far more
drastic. Bronmark and Pettersson (1994) showed that
chemical cues, released when pike or perch feed on carp,
induce the change in morphology. The "hunchback"
morph benefits from reduced predation because piscivores, such as pike, are gape-limited predators. Thus, by
altering the relative body depth crucian carp reaches a
predator-safe size refuge at a smaller total body size.
Since the "hunchback" phenotype is not always expressed it is most likely associated with a cost, which
may be reduced swimming performance (Bronmark and
Miner 1992, Bronmark and Pettersson 1994).
Phenotypic plasticity in response to photoperiod is
reported from major groups of organisms such as plants,
insects, fish, amphibians, reptiles, birds and mammals
(Danilevskii 1965, Aschoff 1981, Gwinner 1981, Hoffman 1981, Saunders 1982). Such responses to photoperiod is one of the best examples of plasticity in response
to a cue that predicts future conditions, typically the
change of season, without having an unspecific and general effect on biochemistry. Among insects, which is the
best studied group, photoperiod is known to control or
influence traits as diverse as the induction and termination of diapause and migration (Dingle 1978), the induction of seasonal morphs (Shapiro 1976), growth rates
(Nylin et al. 1989, Nylin 1992), fecundity, sexual behaviour and sex ratio (Saunders 1982, Tauber et al. 1986).
Except for the possibility that the day length could in
some cases directly affect the number of hours that can be
spent feeding, there are few cases of photoperiodism
where we can doubt that it is an adaptation. Often, the
problem is more in understanding the exact adaptive
nature of the plasticity (if any, in the present environment). Since photoperiodism is such a widespread mechanism in the organic world, testing whether a specific
photoperiod reaction norm is an adaptationoften requires
more than just using the argument that photoperiod is an
environmental factor unlikely to produce these phenotypic effects (see discussion in earlier sections). It seems
very unlikely that photoperiodic sensitivity has evolved
independently in all cases where it has been found.

Conclusions
Plasticity is a major component of phenotypic variation
and has recently attractedmuch attention as an important
factor in evolution. It is clear that plasticity can have a
genetic basis, can be adaptive and may be altered by
natural selection. Reaction norms of genotypes, widely
used to visualise plasticity, have been described as the
14

basis for the evolution of phenotypic plasticity. We argue
that it is often useful to treat modifications of reaction
norms as possible adaptations. However, there have been
few attempts to generate testable qualitative or quantitative predictions of the presence and shape of reaction
norms. Almost universally, adaptive explanations for reaction norms in the literature are ad hoc constructions.
It is often problematic to distinguish between nonadaptive plasticity, caused by physical or chemical constraints, and adaptive plasticity. It is furthermoredifficult
to show that the plasticity is an adaptation to a certain
environment or distribution of environments. In general,
the function of a plastic phenotype is less ambiguous for
morphological plasticity than for life history plasticity.
Often, the link between cause and effect for morphological plasticity is so non-intuitive and "seemingly designed" that the plasticity can be inferred to be a result of
natural selection. In such cases comparative studies can
be used to identify the distribution and origin of the
plasticity in the phylogeny. The above design argumentis
sometimes also applicable to plasticity in life history
traits, but more often the environmental effect is less
specific and for this reason both the induction mechanism
and the induced phenotypes show few elements of apparent "design". Frequently, there are alternative explanations for environmentally induced variation in life history
traits. Therefore, to determine whether a reaction norm of
that kind may be an adaptation to a distribution of environments, additional methods are needed. We argue that a
successful research program would include experimental
testing of optimality models or reciprocal experiments to
establish the adaptiveness of the reaction norm. To furthermore show that the reaction norm is likely to be an
adaptation we often need comparative methods, where
reaction norm differences between classes of organisms
(e.g. sexes, populations, species) are predicted and subsequently investigated. We also argue that it is fruitful to
view plasticity of that kind as a result of organisms
"choosing" a phenotype on the basis of environmental
input, in a manner analogous to how animals take behavioural decisions depending on the situation.
Finally, only in a very few cases have phylogenetic
methods been used to demonstrate that a given plasticity
is likely to be an adaptationin the historical sense (origin
linked to function), and at what point in the phylogeny
the evolution of plasticity occurred. More such studies
are needed before we can illuminate the key questions
regarding the evolution of plasticity: when, why and how
does a plastic phenotype evolve in response to heterogeneity of the environment, instead of genetic diversity
and, ultimately, speciation? Or, as recently suggested by
West-Eberhard(1989), is plasticity the origin of diversity
rather than the alternative?
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